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Beach Ball Bash

“Ha! Finally found it!” Cheered a buffed, tall, well toned lion as he trotted through the sand with 
a rolled up towel, an umbrella, and a cooler. “The perfect spot!”

Matt stuck his umbrella into the sand and opened it, shielding him from the bright sun on the hot 
beach sand surface. He fixed his shades, watching the other buff men in shorts, running through 
the sand and into the water. 

He finished setting up his little spot, and flopped down on his back. He placed his hands behind 
his head, crossed one leg over the other while wearing a tight speedo, and took out a Dr. Gekker 
drink from his small cooler.

“Love the beach!” He said to himself, taking several gulps before relaxing.

In the parking lot, a bus stopped and opened it’s doors, letting out different furs of all ages, 
including a barefoot black rabbit in a white tanktop and green short, and a German Shepard 
wearing black shorts and flip flops.

“I hate taking the bus,” grumbled the rabbit, dusting sticky candy wrappers from his butt. “I’d 
rather have walked.”

“Sure Fauve, let’s walk two hours on a sunny day to the beach when the bus can take us here in 
half an hour.” The Shepard stretched his arms out wide while Fauve folded his arms.

“Whatever, I’m just happy to be out of the house. Was sick of watching dog shows anyway. Now
what do we do here again?”

Jamal rubbed his face and looked around the beach. “We could go swimming.”

“Not losing my trunks in the water when we just got here,” Fauve rejected.

“Alright… We can build sand castles,” Jamal stated.

Fauve looked around, seeing younger furs running around, including a tiger cub in a diaper 
running away from some big kids, carrying shinny objects in his arms. “No… To many kids...”

Jamal facepawed and looked around again, this time, eyeing an empty basketball court. “I’d say 
basketball but we don’t have a ball.”

Fauve looked through the crowd and caught the buff lion in his sights. After examining the lion’s
puffy mane, long blond hair, and thick muscles, he recognized him immediately and grinned 
widely. “I’ll find us a ball, you just make sure no one touches that court.” The rabbit vanished 
before Jamal could stop him.
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Matt sighed and reached for another drink from his small cooler. He didn’t notice when Fauve 
lifted the shades from his eyes.

“I thought I recognized you, former champ Matt Valkyrie,” Fauve grinned.

The lion spat out his drink and sat up quickly, hitting his chest as he coughed.

“Not so loud kid,” Matt said. “I don’t need attention right now… Wait, what’re you doing with 
my shades?” 

Fauve tried them on and smirked. “I thought that was you. I watched your show a few weeks 
ago. You lost to some big buff of a fox and flew out of the stadium as a ball or something.”

Matt rubbed the back of his head, looking to the side embarrassed. “Geeze, ya had to bring up 
that old stuff?” He shook his head and glared at the strange black rabbit. “Wait, why am I even 
talking about this? Get out of here, and give me my shades back!”

Fauve ignored him and looked into his cooler, making a disgusted face at the type of drink. “Dr. 
Gekker? You seriously drink that kinda stuff? It’s gross!”

Matt growled a little. “I said give me my shades or I’ll-”

“You’ll what?” Fauve said, getting in his face. “Make a scene? I’ll just reveal who you are to 
everyone.”

Matt eeped and sat back down, smiling nervously. 

“I’ll keep my mouth shut if you agree to help us with a little problem,” Fauve snickered.

“A problem? Us? What?” Matt tilted his head confused.

Fauve made a gesture with both hands, curving his fingers. “Need a ball.”

Matt’s eyes went up in fear. “B-ball?”

Fauve wasted no time after saying that. The rabbit jumped up high and landed on Matt’s face. 

His oversize feet completely smothered the lion’s face and given Matt’s toonish body, he 
collapsed under himself, becoming a comical disk under the rabbit’s paws.

Fauve stepped off him, seeing Matt’s swirling eyes and large paw prints on his face. “Perfect, 
just like I thought.” Fauve picked up the flattened lion, his limbs stuck under his face and legs 
bent in to take on the perfect two dimensional form. Fauve grabbed him with both hands and 
roughly squeezed him between his fingers as he walked back slowly to his companion.
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“If only I could mold Jamal as easily as you,” Fauve laughed.

Matt’s body shrunk the more Fauve stretched him. His limbs sunk into his body, his face 
distorted and bluged between the black rabbit’s fingers, and his tail kept poking out oddly.

“Stop it you-” Fauve pushed his mouth into the doughish form.  “Ggrmmrp!” 

Fauve enjoyed Matt’s muffled complaints, finally making it onto the basketball court with a nice 
round lion ball in his hand.

“Found us a ball,” Fauve shouted. Jamal leaned against the basket pole waiting with his arms 
folded.

“It’s about time. Did you have to pay for one at the shack over there?” Jamal pointed.

“What shack?” Fauve asked. He looked over his shoulder, where Jamal pointed, and saw a shack 
with items for rent, including balls, surf boards, and other necessities. “Ah, well, nope. Come on,
serve!”

Fauve bounced the ball on the ground. Matt’s face hit the surface dead on, making him yelp on 
impact and bounce right off. Jamal heard that and grabbed the ball, flicking an ear.

“Did you hear that Fauve?” He asked. 

“Nope, nothing, come on, let’s play!” Fauve insisted.

Jamal felt his hands wiggle and looked down at the light brown furry ball. He turned the ball 
around to see Matt’s dizzy face, a bit of dirt on his snout from hitting the concrete. 

“Fauve!” Jamal roared. “You can’t just go making anybody into a ball! Do you have any idea 
how much trouble we’ll get into because of yo-”

“If you shut up, play ball, and beat me, I’ll watch whatever show you want for a week without 
complaining and I won’t make messes, on my honor.” Fauve interrupted.

Jamal stood there dumbfounded, his eye twitching. The basketball court was silent, a small 
tumble weed passing through comically as Fauve smirked with his arms folded.

“First fur to ten points wins!” Jamal said bouncing the lion ball back to Fauve. 

“Gahh! Omph! Gahh!” Matt flew through the air briefly, smacked against the ground, and back 
into the rabbit’s firm grip. Fauve bounced the ball repeatedly with one hand as he got into 
position on the court. Each bounce sent an oomph, ooof, arf, and ack, sound coming from their 
new toy. Matt felt his face either smack against the palm of the rabbit’s hand or the court.
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Fauve started the game with a shot, landing Matt perfectly in the basket. The lion yelled before 
getting his face smashed into the ground. He bounced back up like nothing happened. 

“Game on rabbit,” Jamal grabbed their ball. “Sorry man, I’m not missing this chance.”

After Jamal cleared his conscience he passed the ball back to Fauve and the two went at it.

Fauve laughed as he tried to get around Jamal, bouncing the ball rapidly on the ground as he 
faked, span, and jumped to shoot another basket.

Matt’s body flattened slightly each kiss to the ground but reformed into a perfect ball just as fast 
when came up. He smacked against the backboard, rolled away several times when one of them 
missed, bounced off the rim of the basket and groaned when on of them placed their feetpaw on 
his face to stop him from moving.

The two went at it for half an hour before reaching eight points each.

“Game point,” Jamal said, spinning Matt on his finger. 

Matt’s eyes circled again, dizzy from the spinning and the repeated smacks to the face or to the 
butt. Jamal squeezed him in both hands and went for a final shot, running around Fauve. 

Fauve couldn’t let him and tried to grab Jamal’s long tail to stop him, but was slightly out of 
reach. Jamal’s face lit up with joy as he jumped into the air, letting out a shrieking victory cry as 
he landed a slam dunk into the basket.

Matt’s eyes watered as he raced to the ground and smacked against it, this time however, his 
body didn’t bounce back up. He groaned, appearing a brown colored paste on the ground with 
his tail poking out and hanging limb.

“Yes! Yes! Yes!” Jamal jumped around ecstatically while Fauve grumbled, walking over to 
slowly peel the lion off his face. “This is gonna be the best week of my life!”

“Yeah, yeah, yeah,” Fauve said, sweating from the heat. “Can we get some ice cream now? I’m 
tired.”

“Yeah, I saw a stand not that long ago,” Jamal said. “Let’s go! Getting the biggest cone they got.”

While Jamal took an early lead, Fauve finally managed to peel off the deflated lion, like peeling 
scotch tape off the wall.

“Well, it’s been fun, see ya,” Fauve said. He dropped Matt on the ground and stepped on his face.
The lion moaned and wiggled madly as Fauve jumped up and down on him, turning him into a 
disk.  The black rabbit picked him up, tossed him off the court, and the lion landed in a bin.


